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great illocutionary capacity. That is way when analyzing political communication we can't but notice their high professionalism or artistic deficit, as well as communicative failures or successes (Chudinov, 2013: 8) . The redactors of persuasive political texts use different forms of linguistic manipulation: from an ideological totalitarian direct linguistic violence to a veiled manipulation (Litovchenko, 2003: 4) .
A speech for the defense and prosecutor's charges are also regarded as persuasive texts where the defense attorney or prosecutor pursues a strategy to convince the court and the audience in the veracity of their statements towards the lawsuit through informing, interpreting, proving and rebutting.
One feature of persuasive speech action is speech manipulation, i.e. an implicit linguistic effect on the addressee intended to model their behavior in an advantage for the manipulator.
Linguistic manipulation is basically characterized by its implicitness and by the fact that such enforced behavior does not match the object's real desires. Thus, V.P. Sheinov sees manipulation as "an implicit control over a person against their will that gives the manipulator unilateral advantages", i.e. when the addressant's intentions, conflicting with the addressee's will, are latently implanted into the addressee's mind. When manipulating, the addressant is out to persuade the object to trust certain words not relying on evidences. In this way, the addressee often fails to feel this intent to control their behavior or consciousness (Sheinov, 2001: 4) .
To succeed in any manipulative intention, the manipulator plays with the information (using such techniques as aposiopesis, selection, misrepresentation, inversion, etc.), logic content (invidious analogies, complex equivalence, presetting nominations, subject shifts, etc.) and stylistic framework (Bartashova, et al., 2017) . Manipulation can also be focused on the addressee's epistemic vigilance. The latter, in turn, means a crucial communicative cognitive mechanism which allows classifying the incoming information as valid or invalid.
Theoretical framework
In the modern linguistics, the most prominent investigation of epistemic vigilance is the one made by D. Sperber (Sperber, et al., 2010) .
Human interaction is cannot do without communication system and language, that enable people to share information, which might be considered as a means of knowledge acquisition.
As such, it is also able to reflect "just the process of cognition" (Klepikova, 2009: 57) , i.e. it records the reflection that emerges in both cognitive unitssubject and object. Monitoring and assessment of self and addressee's consciousness are metacognitive processes. Metacognition is considered as a human ability to represent self-consciousness, memory, imagination and the same content of the person you are communicating with (Sperber, 2000) . Thus, metacognitive processes maintain communicative performance and stand by its interactive aspects such as a dynamic modeling process of the interlocutor's mental content, monitoring over the interlocutor's mental state, further correction of self-speech behavior, bilateral comprehension control (Klepikova, 2011: 60) .
When communicating, a person may face the risk of being given false and misleading information that can damage him or any third party. In this way, to preserve the efficiency of communication, a defense mechanism is needed, s.s. epistemic vigilance (Sperber, et al., 2010) .
The term epistemic vigilance is regarded as a set of cognitive mechanisms which indexes the incoming information as valid/invalid information, i.e. a sign of trust/distrust towards the interlocutor.
Linguistically the mechanism of epistemic vigilance can be evident through such markers as: "allegedly", "oh?/ain't that right?", "they say", "seriously?"; or idiomatic units as: "to take at its face value", "to string a line", etc.
It is the risk of being cheated in communication that identifies epistemic vigilance as an essential part of interaction, thus, the information validity is being permanently assessed by the participants.
In assessing the incoming information, the greatest importance is given to two parameters: (Klepikova, 2011: 63) . In this way, epistemic vigilance may well be increased/decreased by applying both linguistic and extra-linguistic devices.
Working with the utterance form and content, the addressant can enhance credibility of their statement or distrust in third parties' performance, thus, manipulating the recipient.
Therefore, the mechanism of epistemic vigilance supports persuasive strategy as the leading communicative and speech technique for certain types of texts.
Approaches in manipulating the epistemic vigilance mechanism in political discourse
In a general observation of what can be defined as the policy language (most commonly -"specific language system designed for political communication: for reaching a social consensus, making and supporting political and sociopolitical decisions" (Afanasenko, 2006: 12) it is characterized by "its availability for understanding by almost all the members of linguistic community due to de-specialization of political terminology" (Sheigal, 2000: 20) . This means that the texts in political discourse can be produced and perceived not only by politicians, but also by people without any knowledge in political studies.
Let us consider the mechanism of epistemic vigilance through the speeches by one of the most remarkable politicians of these days -D. Trump.
As it has been mentioned above, the dynamics of epistemic vigilance can be affected by such parameters as the message's source, content and form.
Concerning the source of information, a politician needs to gain the audience's trust and win them round. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to appear as a robust information channel ("I've seen/heard"), since trust can be inspired by competent people -the ones who are well-informed of the considered problem. The difference between them is an implicit nature of the first one and its reliance on the recipient's feelings and associations and lack of control over emotions. However, this strategy may be observed through persuasiveness since it means not only a convincement backed with rationality, but some expressive means of manipulation as well: 
Approaches in manipulating the epistemic vigilance mechanism in legal discourse
Manipulating the mechanism of epistemic vigilance in legal discourse most easily may be exemplified through speeches for the defense delivered by lawyers. Playing with the dynamics of epistemic vigilance, the lawyer can act in two directions: to decrease the audience's epistemic vigilance towards his/her words or increase the one towards the prosecutor's speech or state evidences.
In the final speech the lawyer tries to deliberately influence the addressee (judge or juries) in order to decrease their epistemic vigilance.
As for the source of statement, the lawyer has to demonstrate his/her competence in the lawsuit: it may be done by claiming that he/she has such experience and, thus, may be recognized as a valid information source. In this way, advocating a doctor who treated his patient with the medicine which had not been approved by the FDA, he emphasizes the fact that he is susceptible to a serious disease himself and has a clear idea about its symptoms -thus, demonstrating his competence. Still, it remains impossible to verify this experience, so the lawyer may well lie to achieve his goal, to inspire confidence. He also represents himself as "us" -people who suffer from serious diseases and have to even take some drugs. The fact that this medicine is prohibited is not denied, so as it also contributes the audience's trust: Persuasive nature of such speech for the defense is underlined by the fact that one cannot verify the set out information.
In the sense of content, the leading device aimed at epistemic vigilance decreasing is implementation of irrelevant information which does not refer to the suit under consideration.
In the proceeding such technique is designed mainly for the juries and people in the courtroom (recognized as the ones who are highly subjected to manipulation from the lawyer, since they do not have some specific legal training). Advocating the teacher who was fired for the initiative to introduce creationism into the curriculum, the lawyer turns to the problems in healthcare and policy: − You're off the point.
Regarding the form of statement, to decrease the addressee's epistemic vigilance, the lawyers rely heavily on the strategy which creates obviousness and evidence using such linguistic markers as 
